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Cars, 'cars everywhere and nota
place to park. See page 5.

Pump it up with Diane Blanchard
in an aerobics class. See page 5.
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Hopkins named
new UPB director
by David Baugher
staff writer
Sharone Hopkins, a business
. administration major and member of
the African-American leadership council, has been selected as the new director of the University Program Board.
The top' post at UPB has been
1
vacant for nearly two months. The last
. director, Beth White, left office at the
end of June.
University Program Board members are responsible for choosing the
director. Hopkins' selection was made
at a special meeting Monday that
included UPB advisor Don McCarty
and two other board members.
McCarty said that Hopkins was the
only candidate who filed for the position.
I

Hopkins said his main objective
will be to help develop programs
which will generate greater student
interest
'The mission is to do good quality
programming throughout the school
year and to keep students involved,"
Hopkins said. ''Where there is more
programming .needed, we will beef it
up."
.
Hopkins also hopes to encourage
greater diversity in UPB events.
'The main thing," he said, "is to
make sure that each entity gets an equal
share of the pie."
Hopkins said he would like to make .
the organization more "student oriented," and pointed to some UPB efforts
already underway, such as ''Wacky
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Student curator approachei end of tenn
UM-St. Louis next dn list to clwose representative to board
former president of the UM-St Louis Student
Government Association.
As the student representative to the University of
"His (Nash's) job is to continually remind the
Missouri Board of Curators nears the end of his two- curators of the interests and needs of the students,"
year term, the students of UM-St. Louis are begin- Fritchey said.
ning the process of selecting his successor.
Nash meets and discusses issues with members
Troy Nash, the student curator, will complete his of the Intercampus Student Council, which was reterm Dec. 31, 1997. Nash graduated from law established . July 12, 1997, and brings ideas and
school at UM-Kansas City in the spring and is work- information to the Board of Curators.
ing toward a doctorate.
UM-Columbia Student Association President
Curator Mary Gillespie said Nash does not have Adam Brown said "things have gone generally
a vote, but he)s allowed to speak on issues that well" with Nash as the student curator but that it is
come up.
difficult to say exactly what Nash has accomplished.
"On a regular basis , he has commented on impor- .
"He deals with a lot of intangibles," Brown said.
tant issues," Gillespie said. "And I think he has "There are a lot of things that go on behind the
made a good representation of the students' views." scenes that we don't see. We only see the tangibles,
Nash. is the true student voice for the UM system; so it's hard to say exactly what he has or hasn't
he represents all 55,000 students, said Bob Fritchey,
see Curator, page 10

by Bill RoHes
staff writer

Troy Nash
student curator

see UPS, page 8

Accidents kill 2 U students
Fallfrom tree, alleged 'road rage' claim lives
by Bill RoHes and David Baugher
staff writers
The unrelated deaths of two UM-St
Louis students have shocked the
University community in the past month.
Members of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity are mourning the death of23-yearold Doug Garrett, who died Aug. 14.
Garrett, a member of the fraternity,
was at the home of fellow fraternity member Bryant Prioe in Maryland HeightS
when he fell from a tree aOO landed on his
back, Steve Wood, Garrett's former roommate and another member of the fraternity, said
Wocrl said he and Price jokingly bet
Garrett that he couldn't climb the tree
because Garrett used to cut down trees for
a living.
"That's how Doug was; yoo couldn't
te.ll him that he couldn't do anything,"
Woo:! said "He got to the point where
yoo ought to come down. We told him to

come down, but he said he was going to
go all the way to the top. And he made it
He mide it to the top."
WOod said Garrett was his best frierxi.
He described Garrett as "genuine" aOO
''fKxlest' ,
Neal Lewis, vice president of Pi
Kappa Alpha, said Garrett's death IW
severnl. effects on the fraterriity.
''It made all the members realize
they're not immOOal," Lewis said. ''He
(Doug) was one of the persons everytxxly
liked. All the sororities liked him."
Both Wocrl and Lewis said Garrett's
death, besick:s bringing pain, brought the
members closer together.
''In every big groop !here's cliques.,"
Lewis said ''It made everybody become
retter friends am feel clooer togefrx:t:"
Just three days {Xior to Garrett's death,
Jennifer Lynn Hywari was killed in an
see Accident, page 10

Campus computing labs receive

upgrades, addi1ioffi over smnmer
Mike Kissel
Evangelist "Brother" Jim Gilles, center, is led away. by UM-St. louis Detective James Huelsing, left, and Chief of Police
Robert Roeseler. Police arrested Gilles for trespassing. He was released later that dav.

.
ne.d. Evangelist's
semwns on th.e lawn
- I 0IIIeunconve
PreaehIng
earn him police escort frorn campus
by Jerry Weller and Becky Rickar1:J
staff writers

A travern{g Independeut Pentecostal evangelist
was arrested Wednesday for trespassing on the miSt Louis campus after his sermons attracted a crowd

and incited observers.
"Brother" run Gilles preached to a crov,ldof
about 40 students galhered around him in the quadrangle between Oark Hall and SSE. Some students
in the crowd became agitated over his remarks about
social issues, women, homosexuals and other groups.
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within the hour.
In addition to his message of salvation through
Christ, Gilles also preaches that all lesbians and gays
are sinners; men are inherently superior to women;
and hedonism is responsible for the decline of societal values.
He said he believes that Catholics and Muslims
are pagans.
"Catholics are pagans because they worship idols
and eat their deity," he preached.
see Arrest, page 3

Computer labs all over campus
went through improvements during
the summer months . The majority
of the changes were made in the
Social Science 103 lab and should
already be completed.
According to campus officials;
the IBM PS/2 computers have been
replaced with HP Pentium 200 computers. The HP Pentium 200 computers have 16MB of memory, making them nearly six times faster than
the old PS/2 computers.
Pentium Pro 200 computers were
also added Fa the lab. The Pentium
Pro 200 contains 64MB of memory,
the most of any computer on campus. The old computers needed

approximately a minute or longer to
run most programs whereas the new
Pentium Pro computers will take
only four seconds.
The Macintosh computers were
replaced by Power Macs which are
six to eight times. faster than the
older machines. This brings the
number of Power Macs owned by
the campus to 69.
Karl Steger, manager of instructional computing and the man
behind the SSB 103 lab improvements, is trying to give the lab a
more instructional feel.
"Over the next year, we will try
to go from: 'here's a computer go use it,'
to more training in the labs," Steger said
They are also working on a student
see Computers, page 10

Professor leaches, helps make African history

INDEX

· Life in Hell

After Gilles claimed "people in India drink cow
urine for salvation," one woman began crying and
yelling as she approached him. More students joined
the woman, moving to within aboutthree·feetofhim.
Campus police arrived shortly thereafter and
arrested Gilles, who sang hymns as he was led away.
"You were told to leave because you were threatening the safety of my students," Robert Roeseler,
chief of police, told Gilles during the arrest ''You are
going to be charged with trespassing."
Gilles was released on his own recognizance

special to The Current

by Doug Harrison
staff writer

To tell Adell Patton's story is to lell of sharecroppers in Arkansas and diplbmatic delegations to
West Africa, of jazz music and revolution and,
above all, a commitment to his heritage .
. That commitment to and interest in African history took Patton, an associate professor of history,
to Liberia July as part of a 40-member delegation
from the Carter Center-Atlanta's Conflict
Resolution Program.
The delegation was lead by former President
Jimmy Carter, his wife, Rosalyn and former U.S.
Senator Paul Simon and his wife, Jean.
The delegation was charged with observing the
fust democratic election that country has seen since
the end of a seven-year civil war, responsible for
over 150,000 civilian deaths .
Patton and other delegation members observed

some of the country's 2,000 polling sites during
their ll-day stay.
"You must remember that this is a country with
13 different political parties and an illiteracy of
over 80 percent," Patton said.
Part of Patton's task was to ensure that the election process was being carried out according to regulations established by the Independent Election
Commission of Liberia.
"The ballots had as little writing on them as possible," Patton said. "Each candidate's picture was
on the left and the voter placed an X or a
thumbprint next to the candidate of choice."
In order to ensure the delegates' safety, Patton
said they were giVen badges, but he also wore a
bright red St. Louis Cardinals hat to ensure there
was no mistaking him.
"I did go with some trepidation, " Patton said.
see Pa.tton, page 3

Adell Patton with former President Jimmy Carter in Liberia.
Patton was part of a delegation to that country in July.
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Wednesday, Sept. 3
• Guaranteed 4.0 Seminar I sponsored by
Multi-Cultural Relations/Academic Affairs in
the J.C. Penney Conference Center auditorium from 1:00-4:00 p.m. Contact: Linda
Sharp, 6807.

• Student Networking Program sponsored by
the Multi-Cultural Relations division of
Academic Affairs and by the Evening
College. The program will be held in 324
Lucas Hall from 6:00-8:00 p.m. Contact:
Linda Sharp, 6807.

• Programs in Japan, Study Abroad information meeting in 301 SSB at 3:00 p.m.
Contact: Center for International Studies,
6497.

Tuesday, Sept. 9
• Nursing Chapter Meeting for the Alumni
Association at the Alumni Center at 5:30 p.m.
Contact: Robbyn or Linda, 5833.

Thursday, Sept. 4
• Photo exhibit, "Far Away Places:
Photographic Collages," featuring the work
of St. Louisan Kay Wood, opens at the Public ·
Policy Research Center. Informal question
and answer session at the opening reception
from in 362 SSB from 1 :30-3:00 p.m. The'
exhibit will be open through Oct. 31. Contact:
Jean Tucker, 5273.
Friday, Sept. 5
• Korean Student Organization meeting in
75 J.C. Penney Conference Center at 1:00
p.m. Contact: Ae-Lan Kang, 521-7196.
Monday, Sept. 8
• The weekly Breakfast Study at the Newman
House begins. Every Monday at 7:30 a.m.
Contact: Betty, 385-3455.
• The Monday Noon Series: "Alberta Hunter:
Grand Old Lady of the Blues." Fannie Belle
presents monologue, with piano accompaniment by Steve Hollis. Event held in 229 J.C.
Penney Conference Center at noon. Free
admission. Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699.
• Social Work Chapter Meeting for the
Alumni Association at the Alumni Center at
5:30 p.m; Contact: Robbyn or Linda, 5833.
• African American Chapter Meeting for the
Alumni Association at the Alumni Center at
6:00 p.m. Contact: Robbyn or Linda, 5833.

• Homecoming Bonfire planning meeting in
266 University Center at 3:00 p.m. Cold
Pepsi promised. Contact: Annie at the
Catholic Students Center, 385-3455.
Wednesday, Sept. 10
• Expo/Chancellor's Picnic in Alumni Circle
from 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. and 4:30-5 :30 p.m.
Contact: Robbyn or Linda in Alumni
Relations, 5833.
• Sign-up deadline for many of the
Recreational Sports activities. For information about events call the Rec Sports office at
5326.
Thursday, Sept. 11
• "New Memories in Meiji Japan: Exorcizing
Ghosts, Finding Childhood," presehted by .
Dr. Stefan Tanaka in room 30, January Hall
at Washington University from 4:00-5:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the Joint Center for East Asian
Studies of UM-St. Louis and Washington
University. Contact: Center for International
Studies, 5753.
• Peer Ministry training session for the
Newman House at 2:00 p.m. Contact: Mary,
544-4011, or Betty, 385-3455.

• Artist reception with Kelly Coalier at the
Fine Arts Building Gallery from 4-6 p.m.
Coalier's exhibit "Recent Wor'K' will run
through Sept. 17. Contact: Department of
Fine Art, 6967.

The Cljrrent Events Bulletin Board is a service provided free of charge to all student organizations and
University departments and divisions. Deadline for submissions to The Current Events
Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. every Thursday before publication. Space consideration is given "
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Friday, Sept. 12
• 6th Annual Founders'
Dinner/Distinguished Alumni Awards
Ceremony at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, in
Clayton, at 6:30 p.m. Contact: Robbyn or
Linda, 5833.

J UDI LINVILLE

facility advIser
DAVID BAUGHER

lIews editor
BECKY RICKARD

features editor
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• World Wide Coffeehouse at the Newman
House from 7:30-9:30 p.m. International and
National students invited to get to know one
another. Contact: Newman House, 385-3455 .

SHELLEY SATKE

production manager
ASHLEY COOK

photography director

Saturday, Sept. 13
• Speech and Fun Retreat for the Forensics
and Debate Club at the Pierre Laclede
Honors College from 8:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Contact: Tom Preston, 5498.

WENDY VERHOFF

copy ediTor
WENDY JEFFRIES

web editor
MARTY JOHNSON

cartoonist
MATI'HEW REGENSBERGER

• The Department of Physics and
Astronomy will hold an open house at the
campus observatory at 7:30 p.m. See the
planets, moon and stars for free. In case of
rain/clouds, the open house will be held on
Sunday, Sept. 14. Contact: Tina Fanetti,
5706.

A&E editor
JOHN JONES

features associate
BRIAN FOlBOM

spans associate
TOM WOMBACHER

advertising associate

Monday, Sept. 15
• The Monday Noon Series: "Asset Building:
An Emerging Theme in Public Policy." Dr.
Michael Sherraden will discuss "individual
development qccounts" in welfare reform and
"persona:1security accounts in social security,
from an international perspective. Event held
in 229 J.C. Penney Conference Center at
noon. Free admission. Contact: Karen Lucas,
5699.

• Programs in Ghana, West Africa, Study
Abroad information meeting in 301 SSB at
3:00 p.m. Contact: Center for International
Studies, 6497.
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AttentionUM-St. Louis Students!!!
Applications are being accepted from UM-St. Louis Students for:
Student Representative To
The University of Missouri Board of Curators.

I

Qualifications:

o

o

o

Must be a citizen of the United States and a resident of M~ssouri.
Must be enrolled at UM-St. Louis as a full-time student.
Must maintain full-time enrollment for full term of two years.January 1, 1998
till December 31, 1999.

Expectations:

o
o

Attend and participate in regularly scheduled meetings of the University of Missouri Board of curators ..
Establish and maintain contract with student government leadership of each campus in the University
of Missouri System.

General Information:

o
o

Members and representative to the Board of Curators ·are not paid for their service. All legitimate expenses related to Board Curator business are reimbursable.
Applications are available in the Office of Student Activities. Application deadline is 5:00 p.m., September 26, 1997. Completed applications should be mailed to the Office of Student activities,
267, University Center. Phone number: 516-5291. E";mail address: StuActv@umslvrna.umsl.edu
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;Fonner presi~ent takes pOst with SGA assembly ·

Arrest,

, .t

from page 1

Jim Gilles, right,
. and two stUdents
exchange heated
words in the
quadrangle
Wednesday. Gilles
preached on campus Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Thursday to
whomever would
listen on North
Campus.

by Bill Rolfes

the position, saying, "The student
staff writer
curator represents over 55,000
New . Student Government students."
Association president Jim Avery's
Avery also announced a new
first order of business at policy. He. said at every SGA
Wednesday's meeting was to wel- meeting, all the committees will
come his predecessor back to the meet an~ then report back to the
assembly.
general assembly with any
Bob Fritchey completed his announcements or issues that
year-long term as president in need to be discussed.
June and Wednesday,. the 35 repAvery said he will take role at
resentatives unanimously select- the beginning of the meeting and
ed Fritchey as this year's assem- at the end. .
bly chairman .
He said he wants people to
The assembly chair in respon- . stay for the entire meeting and not
sible for conducting · monthly just sign in ,!nd leave.
.
assembly meetIngs.
"It's not fair to those people
In his 'report, Avery remind the who stay for the whole meeting,"
assembly that the next student Avery said.
representative to the UM Board
Organizations who have repre. of Curators will come from UM- sentatives that miss more than
. St. Louis.
two meetings will be penalized,
Avery said 'the process of Neal Lewis , SGA comptroller,
selecting the student curator is said .
"beginning to ~ake place."
"If you miss three meetings,
He stressed the significance 'of your funds will be frozen," Lewis

·Patton,

Bob Fritchey .
said.
After the meeting, Avery said
this rule is not new and has been
i.n the bylaws since at least 1993.
Lewis also announced that
Student
Activity
Budget
Committee applications will be
available Friday.

from p~ge 1

i

. "But after a while, relaxed. I went
out and about Monrovia at night.
But I was to'ld that as little as a few
· months ago, we would not have
been safe." '
The delegates. also provided
: "quick counts," or on-site, infor· mal tabulation of the ballots and
· phoned in the results to the Carter
Center headquarters. There, Carter
counseled the candid~tes in accordance with the projected election
, results.
"President Carter urged the candidates not to campaigns on the
.radio or in any way broadcast the
results," Patton said.
He sald Charles Taylor, the
eventual presidential victor, bad
his own FM radio station, but
because of Carter's work, the station played only gospel music on
election day, July 19.
The Carter Center will maintain
a presence in Liberia through next
;Y~ar _to ensure a sn:ooth _~ansiEi0.!:l 1
m-clie post governance process .
"~sid e'fi
rter h aS-'o e moSt active post-presidencies of
any man in American bistory,"
Pattoq' said.
Patton says his trip to Africa
was especially rewarding for him.
"For the first time, an African
organization (IECOM) has been
involved in reaching a peaceful
resolution to a traumatic conflict
and has now helped absorb Liberia
into the West African states ,"
Patton said. "While the US will
continue to have a leadership role
there, Liberia will from now on be
'more Africa-focused."
Since his return, Patton has continued to work on a book likely to
be published next year entitled
"Soul Voices: Life and times in a
mule-in-hole plow culture in
Arkansas 1800-1979," a book he
hopes can be made into a movie.
It is a chronicle of Patton's own
childhood, the only son of Haynes,
Arkansas sharecroppers.
"My mother had a sixth grade
education and my father had a first
· grade education," Patton said. "But
they were always detennined that I
• shouM not linger in poverty. When

Above, the city of
Abidjan, Liberia, the
first stop in the
Carter Center
Delegatit>n's trip. At
right, Adell Patton,
left, with Jean and
former US Senator
Paul Simon, members of the delega-

Ashley CookfThe Current

Many of the students who heard
Gilles said they were disgusted with his .
message . .
Gina Puglisi, a junior psychology
major, confronted him.
"I believe this is taking away our
rights as citizens because this is not separation of church and state," Puglisi said
'This campus has many other problems.
I don't need to come out here and find
this."
Benjamin Bender, a sophomore, also
became vocal with Gilles. Bender agrees
with the constitutional right of free
speech but also disagrees with Gilles'
. logic.
'The allowance of religious and .
Bible studies should be encouraged,"
Bender said "However, wben such an
institution becomes utterly offensive on
both a moral and intellectual basis, it
should be curtailed."
Although many of the students were
angry with Gilles' message, some felt his
presence was a positive influence.
''1 think it is almost a good thing he is
here because he is drawing the campus
. together," Kendall Mines, a senior political science major, said.
Gilles said he did not feel physically
threatened by the students and that his
arrest was intended to shut him up, not
protect him.
''How many rights have .gone out the I

"I thought his close proximity to the library was likely
to disturb people's attempts to study there."
-Karl Beeler
interim vice chancellor for Student Affairs
window in the guise of 'for your own but he didn ' t appear to meta be willing
. to discuss an alternative place to deliver
good?'" he asked.
The day before his arrest, Gilles had his speech."
Thursday afternoon Gilles returned
a confrontation with Karl Beeler, interim
vice chancellor for Student Affairs and preached again. Campus police said
because of complaints about the volume that Gilles had a legal right to return.
He said he has lawsuits pending .
and content of his speech.
"I thought his close proximity to the against UM-Columbia and UM-KC.
library was likely to disturb people's Policies at those campuses require guest
attempts to study there," Beeler said.
speakers to be sponsored by a student.
According to Gilles, Beeler was He 'said those restrictions constitute
upset because Gilles referred to fraterni- "prior restraint" and violate his right to
ty men as "drunken, horny, little mastur, free speech.
UM-St. Louis does not have any simbators."
Beeler said his actions were based ilar policies on such speeches.
Most of Gilles' financial SUppOlt
solely upon the volume of Gilles'
comes from the small churches where he
speech.
GiUes pointed out that his voice was preaches while traveling with his family.
'not electronically amplified and that He denied suggestions that his appearthere was a considerably louder blues ance on campus was a ploy to provoke
band playing near the library the very campus authorities and establish grounds
for a lawsuit, but he allowed : "I also
next day.
"The issue has to do with the timing would not mind having some university
and when the band was playing," Beeler fund my ministIy for the rest of my life
said. ''Were there classes taking place? I (through damages awarded from litigaOo.t:eel that) Il)a) ; l}avr:~!} m:e!TII1~v~, , I tion). It w~ be ti19l@ny Qf ironies."

----------------------

liberi.8'S elections.
the school bus carne, I was on it " in African history as it relates to
After high school, Patton stud- what he calls the "invention of traied music at Kent State College in dition" in historical texts and culKe ntucky, graduating in 1959. tural myths perpetuated by ethnic
Having worked summers in St. groups and societies.
"Much of what we have been
Louis at the Norwood Hills
tau
ght as tradition and history has
Country Club , Patton returned
just
recently been invented ," h!,!
here with his music degree.
said
,
"That is the baggage that is
"I came to St. Louis with a
imposed
on
the
African
trumpet under my arm and hopes
Diaspora."
of becoming the next Miles
After "retiring" from Howard
Davis," Patton said . "It didn ' t
in
1994, Patton accepted his post
happen ."
Instead, he enrolled at Butler with the University.
"I love it here," Patton said.
University in Indianapolis where
he met professor and mentor " Not only do I save probably '
Emilou Thornbrough. She helped $10,000 a year in commuting
spark Patton's interest in African costs, but everyone at the
history. He graduated from there U ni versity from the chancellor
in 1964 with a master's degree in down all work for an environment
African history, and he earned his that is conducive to teaching and
'
Ph.D. from the University of research ."
Since his arrival here, Patton
Wi sconsin-Madiso n in 1975 .
Until 1994, Patton taught at has published his first book,
Howard University, where he was "Physicians, Colonial Racism and
a Fulbright teaching fellow and Diaspora in West Africa," and
senior fellow of the Carter G . submitted the manuscript of "Soul
Voices " to the University .of
Woodson Institute .
Patton is particularly interested Arkansas Press for consideration.
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Deciding appeals for
student parking tickets.
Hearing Student against
organization complaints.

Tallcing~.

•Direct & Train package handlers
·Administrative duties
•Be able to interact with mid Level
Management

earing Organization against
Organization complaints.

You will receive:
·Benefits & paid vacations
·Candidates with previous supervisory experience are strongly en
couraged to apply

Plus the opportunity for advancement
Apply in person RPS, Inc. at:
~1I/JI8If1lll2llR 5434 Eagle Industrial Ct:
1~J:!;",IIIt::::; Hazelwood Mo 63042
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Editorial Board Members

TIE
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Doug Harrison
editor in chief

Your response is an important part of the weekly debate on this page.
Letters should be brief, and those not exceeding 200 words will be giVen
preference. We edit letters for clarity, length and grammar. AI/letters must
'be accompanied by your name and daytime telephone nUl'Ttler:

Bill Rolfes
managing editor

LETTERS-THE CURRENT

Wendy Verhoff
copy editor

7940 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

FAX:
(314) 516-6811

EMAIL:

current@jinx.umsl.edu

,---------------------------------OUROP~ON---------------------------------------~

Will new director signal U-tum for UPS?
THE ISSUE:
UPS has finally
selected its new
director for the
coming year, as
the board faces
dwindling membership and structural breakdowns.

WE SUGGEST:
The new dIrector
needs to focus on
managing the
organization and
let board members assume a
more active role in
programming that
has heretofore
been fulfilled by
the group's faculty
advisor.

U

niversity
Program
Soard Advisor Don
McCarty is right; things
aren't working the way they
should at UPB.
Last year, in response to the
drastic reduction in the quality
and quantity of UPS's programming, UPS began paying its
president in an effort to increase
the incentive for that organization's student leader to tum
things around.
But that didn't work
And apparently we're not the
only ones who think so. Just last
week, McCarty said he will have
to begin taking a more active role
in the board's operation, funded
by an $80,000 allocation of students' money.
Normally, we would oppose
such administrative intervention
into students' affairs. But frankly,
the students of UPB haven't

So WHAT Do
YOUTHINK?

this or any issue..

The board members themselves
are charged with planning and
implementing programming.
But in recent years, the president has tended to micromanage, generating as well as organizing and executing the programming while the 15-member
board has degenerated into a
social club for five or six friends.
All the while, McCarty has
been keeping the organization
afloat EXPO, one of UPS's flagship events, is less than 10 days
away, and Sharone Hopkins was
elected director just Thursday.
But EXPO will go on largely
because McCarty assumed both
the managing role of the president and the programming role
of the board members throughout the summer.
That begs one inescapable
question: if McCarty can do by
himself what a president and
board cannot, ,why then do students continually fund UPS to
the tune of $80,000?
Hopeful , Hopkins and this
y,eaf's l:5'oa(d can answer that
question and restore the student
body's faith in an organization
that is dangerously near extinction.

University needs
to feed residents

-n

e hours of operation
for restaurants in the
.
Underground are
anything but accommodating
for residents on weekends.
Food Service Consultants ·
closes all the ·restaurants at
1:30 p.m. Fridays, and stu~
dents living in the residence
halls can't get so much as a
bagel until 7:30 Monday
moming.
The University already
requires residents to purchase $700 meal plans every
semester.
The residents do not get a
refund if they don't utilize the
entire amount. Plus, they
have to spend extra money
on the weekends because the
Underground only serves
food during the week.
The University should have
considered the residents'
interests and contracted with
a food service company that
would have kept the
Underground 1~staurants
open from at least 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. on weekends.
That way, a resident could
at least get some lunch or a
late breakfast.
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Parking presents
problems for stUdents
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le most analysis of the parking problems at the
University focus on isolated episodes or person. . al experiences with a fine, we must look at larger issuel! like parlcing disparities, parking fines and how the
parking revenue will facilitate a prospective parking garage for
the year 200>.
Faculty and staff have privileged parking at UM-St Louis,
yet sWdents pay their salaries. Students have to walk a country
mile to get to their classes no matter
where they are on campus. TIle shuttles
are frequent, .but no one wants to take'
the scenic route when they only have ten
minutes before class starts. UM-St.
Louis contends that itwants to add more
buses, but what it needs to do is shonen
some of the routes; especially on North
Campus. Ideally, some buses would only
.MaricaRoye
circle Nonh Campus, and some would
guestcommentator .only circle South Campus, with a few
buses circling both campuses. More students would then use the shuttles without worrying about taking a trip to the Meadows when they want to go to SSB.
This type of customer service is missing at UM-St. Louis.
.Here, students are not treated like valued customers when it
comes to parking, but the faculty and staff are. Instead, UM-St
Louis students are treated like children. To illustrate, it is customary that when adults and children get into a car, the adult
usually sits in the front, and the child sits in the back seat The
same is true at UM-St Louis: faculty and staff are given close
parking while the students who pay much higher parking fees
have to park far away. Students should be treated with the
same adult respect and receive equal parking opportunities.
In addition, the reserved parking for faculty and staff lends
itself to parking tickets for students. If you park in a pri vileged
space in order to qtrickly diop something off, don't be surprised when you see that little yellow envelope on your windshield. The campus police circle both campuses more than the
shuttles.
.
Lastly, privileged parlcing leads to fines; the fines lead to
more money for UM-St. Louis; more money leads to a $34
million parking garage expected to go up in·the year 2000. TIle
avemge student pays close to $50 per semester on parlcing fees
and another $JO to $50 in parlcing fines. Therefore, UM-St.
Louis can easily make up to $200 a year in parking fees and
fines per student Approximately 16,00> student register each
semester. If they all pay for parking, in a year UM -St Louis
can heap $6.4 million, which in four to six years is enough
money for that new parking garage. But studentS shouldn't
have t~ pay exceSsive, punative fines to increase revenue, especially if they have to put up with parking disparities.
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Sadly, my neighbors
I.PUlled in my driveway one day last week. I saw this ·
sign: Please bring back the book. bag. After talking it
ver with my parents, we decided our neighbors must
have put it there. Their children have turned the grassy island near
our driveway between the ditch and the sidewalk into a bus stop. and
they congregate there every morning with other neighborhood kids.
As kids are often prone 10 do, one of our neighbor's youngsters
must have.forgotten to get on the bus with his or her book. bag and
. some ne'er-do-well likely swiped it for whatever reasons such people do such things .
. But that's just my guess. I really know very titile about oui' neighbors. We've lived in our house almost five years, and I still don't
know any of my neighbor's names. I'm not sure why.
Admittedly, our house is rather oddly situated in the far comer of an enonnous lot and is
walled off from the two streets that separate us
from our neighbors by a very handsome stand
. of mature trees. That physical inaccessibility
may account for some of my unfamiliarity
with my neighbors.
That and the imposing church my father
pastors that towers over and dwarfs our house
further back in the lot. I'm pretty sure most of
DougHarrison
my neighbors are relatively unreligious folks,
editorin chief
so that my family 's proximity to so much
Christianity may be a little off-putting.
for the Lutheran minister and his family directly across
the street from us.
Likely our pro)timity to a Baptist church is what they find most
off-putting. There's no open animosity between us; just an understanding thai if we each keep our distance and merely exchange
pleasantries on trips to the mailbox, we will remain sufficiently
unobligated to discuss the one topic that controls both of our lives
and could lilrely cause an all out brawl if it were to be discussed at
any length: church doctrine.
As for the other three families that are nearest to us, I know even
less of them.
1heir houses fonn the eastern boundary of a mobile home community, though I still slip sometimes and say trailer park. Over the
past few years, the trailer pad near the far end of our yard has housed
countless families and three different mobile homes; one burned
down; one was run down; and the last one was dragged off sometime earlier this summer.
Frankly, I'm nOl too sad to see the trailer or its tenants go. This
last bunch had perpetual yaro sales that never seemed to sell anything, but they did leave the, uh, merchandise in the yafd all week, in
anticipation, I suppose, of the business they hoped and utterly failed
to attract on the weekend.
One of my other neighbors delivers the Post-Dispatch to commercial retailers on the East Side. I guess we should have something
.of a kiDship, his werk-ind l11ine being so closely related. Bc{~ w.e
don't.
:
.• i ' - ,
He has to get up'way too early in the morning, which may be
why 1 write for newspapers rather than distribute them.
And then there is the family whose child was victimized by the
book bag bandit.
I would recognize the children's mother if I saw her. I've seen her
around town in her conspicuous Lincoln Town Car with vanity
plates: WRKNGWMN, they say.
She does look like a very industrious type.
.
Industrious, and sincere. So sincere that she's tried asking for her
child's property back from the thieves who took it. She even wrapped
the sign in plastic, an indication that she intends for it to remain for
some time.
Maybe I should go over and compliment her industry and sincerity.
Or maybe nOl
I don't really know her that well.

ExcePt

It's my 'right and I'll
speak if I want to

F

reedom of speech is a right cherished by most
Americans, some more than others. Many people
. enjoy the idea, but is it the same idea for every- .

------------READER RESPONSE - - --:-!=---......"....-

U Meadows residents entitled to computers
The writer of the opinion column headlined
"Tenants efforts are misdirected" in the Aug. 25
The Current doesn't have all the facts.
He or she claims that because the University
Meadows property is owned but not managed
by UM-St. Louis, the residents of U. Meadows
deserve no computer services provided by the
University.
This opinion doesn't consider two facts.
First, the 415 residents of U. Meadows pay
numerous fees to the University, including
. . compllting fees that this fall will total approximately $37,350 (that's $7.50 per credit hour).
In return for this sum, the University does
not provide the residents with a single computer on the grounds of U. Meadows.
Secondly, and in contrast, the Residents Hall

Undergr~und

houses only 150 students who pay $13,500 in
computing fees, and they have their own onsite computing lab.
The U. Meadows Residents Association is
si~ply asking UM-St. Lo~is to give us ' the
same return on our dollar that the Residence
Hall students get.
It is the obligation of Century Propeny,
which manages U. Meadows, to provide the
residents' with clean, affordable housing, not a
computer lab.
Likewise, it is the obligation of UM-St.
·Louis to provide students with the tools necessary to foster'leaming and academic growth.

Dan Vasey, President
University Meadows Residents Association

hours, at times, ' inconvenient

I'm sure that I'm in the minority as usual.
but I'm just curious to know whauhose of us
(such as myself) who have classes that run
thr~ugh the lunch hour are supposed to do until
4:00 p.m. when the Underground reopens for
dinner. Way back when, you could always get
Taco Bell, Pizza Hut or Grill Works any time of
the day, but nowadays I suppose we're to dry
up and blow away while waiting for the dinner
hour.
The underground's hours officially suck.

Ray Morgan
junior, biology/computer science

body?
No "freedom of anything" is cut and dry freedom. It seems
like they all come with a bunch of fine print. ·
For instance, does Brother Jim have the right to stand out in
the middle of the quad and condemn all
Greeks and homosexuals to Hell?
~
Clearly, he is excercising his right to say
whatever he wants, but he has gone too far.
If he is trying to spread the word of God, I
would judge by the reactions of UM-St.
Louis students that Brother Jim's way of
teaching is ineffective.
If there is such a thing as freedom of
speech, why do people whisper when they
BillRoHes
manag l~r
tell radai jokes or make fun of others' sex.~......."
uality (these two seem to be the most sensitive joke topics).
I heard of a judge who once said that you can swing your
fists at someone to the point of his nose. Once you cross the
line and you hit the guy in the nose, you're violating the law.
When applying the same concept to sp~ech, once somebody
assaults another person with words, he has overstepped his
right to fr~edom of speech.
This idea is also a bit complex. I'm sure every religious
)
leader upsets members of his or her congregation because of
P
what he or she says. A priest, 'for example. may say that a specific type of behavior is sinful, and somebody may not agree.The priest is not at fault because he is not accusing anybody of
anything. He is simply describing a situation that is unethical
according to his religion.
Brother Jim was making genemlizations about people and
accusing them of sinful deeds. He said all sorority wOJIlen ;ire
~a

Thanks Dan and Ray for sending us your letters.
Anyone else wanna see your
opinion in the paper?
Just write or e-mail us.

.

.

Now, I could be wrong, but I'm almost positive that there
has got to be at least one member of a sorority who is not a
slut. Unless being a slut is a necessary requirement for initiation, Brother Jim is probably wrong on that one.
So, if there is such thing as freedom of speech, I'll excercise
my right and say that anyone who agrees with me is intelligent,
and anyone who does not agree with me should be shot for the
good of the popUlation.
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ost students are excited to . start .
schobl again. New books, .newfa~s · "I,parked illegally today. I got
in classes and new instructors.· here on time and knew that if I
However" the emotions that fuel the excitement looked for a parking space, I'd
can be transferred into anger as th,e stu~ents des.- be at least 10 minutes late for
perately look for parking spaces. .•. .. . .
.
Parking seems problematic durin:g the "firSt '·· class, ·s~. 1 parked in a faculty ,
week of the '~ew semester. Some students believe. s~acet .
parking is diffic4]t because student;; actually go to~. .
. _ Ju Iie Wachter
classes the fIrSt week ofclass and those who tind . ;
UM...;;St. Louis student
to drop out ot: school altogether · wait until after · ,
the first few weeks are over.
. .
Bob Roessler, chief of police atUM~St. Louis, . - - - : - - - - ' - : - - - - - - . . . . , - - - -.....
assigned offic\!rs to direct traffic and @Swer . getto your rppm,"Himd sta~. .
questions Monday through Thursday of last "
Tim Layton, ~enior English major, had no.
week.
, :.
... ~roblem .finding parking spaces because m·ost of
''We did not nave any problems, better !hIm . tilsclasses began at 8 a.m. However, he did run
expected," stated Roessler. "There ·were-300 open ;intotrouble when a UM-St. Louis officer stopped
spaces available in a parking loLalorig West .. him In garage D Thursday morning. Thestopcre~
Campus Drive.
..
. · ated a traffic jam While Layton, who was not
John Russell, senior history major,disagrees. wearing a seat belt at the time, was ·infonned of
Russell has attended UM-St. Louis for seven the new seat belt laws by the officer.
.
years and 'says parking is a huge problem again
. "It just seemed like a waste of time. People
this year.
.
don't have time to be lec,tured by an UM-St.
"This is the worst I've seen it. It was like dri- Louis cop, a glorified security guard," Layton
ving downtown," Russell said.
said ..
The parking problem was anlplified at the
There are 5000 parking spaces .at UM-St.
Honors College when unforeseen delays in the Louis. There are close to 16,000 students who
resealing of the parking lot caused contractors to anend the university:
begin work on the first day of classes..
Julie Wachter, a senior communications major,
When Lisa Grubbs, director of Residential feels that there is too much faculty parking, espeLife, heard of the students' dissatisfaction, she ciallysurrounding the heart of North campus.
said she did not feel sorry for them.
"I parked illegally today. 1 got here on ~ime
"We've been busting our asses , Just because and knew that if I looked for a parking space, I'd
they can't pull up to the door, they'll complain," be·at leasi 10 minutes late for class, sol parked'
Grubbs replied.
in a faculty space," Wachter said.
Freshman, Sam Hand, applauds · the new park- .
Police officers will no longer be directing traffic and students may resume fighli ng for one of
ing lot.
'1 think.the new lot is great. Before we had to the 5000 parking spaces that are closer to their
park in the circle drive. It makes it a lot easier to classes this week. .
.

I

was a tomboy when I was
young. I loved to pul~ the
legs off daddy long-legs
and watch them wiggle; I
played cops and robbers and
sported an NFL lunchbox. I was
crushed for weeks when my
morn woiddn't let me walk
around with my shirt off after 1
turned:four. .
As I grew older and began
attending middle school, or prepubescent hell as I prefer to call
it; I noticed that other girls in
~chooJ · weren' tplaying soccer
'with the boys at recess.
In fact, many of the girls
were "going out" with the boys
I had slide tackled and scored
against during lunch.
I decided to make friends,
girl fr:iends. I started wearing
make~up, bought my first bra
• and kissed !DY first boyfriend
behind the church bells.
I was balanced.
This balance soon swayed
when I attended an all female
high school. I looked around me
and saw so many girls more
, feminine than me.
I tried to act flirty and precocious, but I felt like an impostor.
I cared about the same feminine things as did the "girlie"
girls but couldn't get the
demeanor quite right. I also still
\ cared about many masculine
things like football scores, baseball trades and The MacKenzie
brothers, you hoser.
In ,,"o.1lege, t I~¥n~d the word
andrQg¥Q!tv~ ...Jl..! I j. • • lli! ~nl
I love that word.
Androgynous: pertaining to or
containing both male and
female characteristics . I felt
~ much better about having a
higher batting average than
many of myoId boyfriends.
In one of my many psychology classes, I learned that
•
androgynous people are the
most psychologically healthy
people.
I was also informed that peoI pie who experiment with drugs
are also psychologicaHy healthy.
Both of these revelations
pleased me.
The college that taught me
about androgyny was an all
female college. The more they
taught me about it, the worse I
wanted to leave that estrogen
., infested campus. I began to hate
the fact that I was female
because I was judg.ed harshly in
regard to the masculine aspects
of my personality.
So I came back to St. Louis,
and applied to UM-St. Louis.
This was the frnt time I had
classes with males in six and a
• half years. It was .great. I couldn't believe how intemgent and
cerebral men could be.
I had cul myself off from
man far too long.
Sure, I bumbled around like a
prepubescent schoolgirl at first,
having crushes on any attractive
male in my path and laughing
inappropriately at stupid jokes.
However, time passed and I felt
comfortable again.
I was, finall]y at an institutioFl
that not only taught but also displayed the positive effects of
androgyny. r was surrounded by
people who could talk about
Brett Favre and Alicia
\ Silverstone.
I fmalIy feel comfortable
enough to say thilt lizards make
great pets; Princess Diana win
be missed; the reinstatement of
the two' point conversion saved
football;-and I need to get my
hair and nails done.
.

,1

Becky Rickard's column .
appears every other week.
You can reach her by calling
516-5174, by fax 516-6811,
by mail 7940 Natural Bridge
Road, 8'1. Louis, MO 63121

'; .

The parking lot tor Honors Hall residents and Honors College students was barricaded tor the
half of the week while crews finished paving its surface. University
officials reported that a delay by 1tle contractor accounted tor the late start

first
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Campus fitness guru puts students
c.thrauu~ .Iqeir a~rlJ's~ 'Da~,_~
~I
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by John Jones
staff writer
Pull on your sweats and strap on the
spandex because you are about to break
a sweat: that is, if fitness coordinator
Diane Blanchard has anything to do with
it.
Walking into one of her classes, a student is met by a booming beat and an
even louder v.oicepushing students to
new heights of cardiovascular bliss.
You can almost
smell the fat burning.
Blanchard has
been coordinating
several classes in aerobics. The formats are different for each of them.
The one described
above was called
"Aerobic Jam"
because the exercises
were set to the beat of
dance/techno music.
Walking in on the
class, you notice
immediately that the
exercises involved aren't
very difficult -- almost
anyone can do them.
On this particular day,
Blanchard was leading a
diverse buUargely female
group.
The 17 people ranged in
age from approximately 18
to 50.
"Aerobic Jam" was the
first fitness class for freshman Angela Gohl.
"I really liked it a lot.
It's a great workout, and·
you don't even have to be
good; it's not hard," Gohl
said.
The students paused to
take their pulses while
Blamchard advised them that
if they didn't have the
bre~th to talk then they
were not getting the proper
workout.
It dido' t appear that the students and faculty in the class
were overexerting, but there was a fine
sheen of sweat on each body.
"These classes should really be the
kind of thing that people feel like they
can come to," Blanchard explained.
"They don't really need any special skill,
talent Of ability. What they need is to
have the desire to move, get healthier
and just enjoy themselves ."

"Self-esteem is improved as
well as a general sense of
well-being."

,

- Diane Blanchard
fitness coordinator
The instructor said that, for many college students, it is the fIrst time away
from home and that many of their routines from home are upset. It is
Blanchard's aim to help students establish
a new rhythm and keep healthy.
"Self esteem is improved as well as a
general sense of well being," she said.
Blanchard explained about keeping a healthful diet and establishing a routine involving exercise.
She and her associates charge
a fee for the classes. However,
she describes herself and the
other instructors as professionals, explaining that to take
these classes elsewhere
would cost more.
"We're not here to skin
the cat; we're really just here
to cover tbe cost of the program, so we offer really,
really reasonably priced
classes," Blanchard said.
The program will
run all semester.
Classes range
from those that
anyone can comfortably attend,
such as
"Aerobic
Jam" and
"boot
camp," to
more
advanced
sessions that
will require
more complex
footwork in the
exercises. There is
also an
aquatic-based aerobics class
called W.E.T. geared toward more physically challenged people.
The cost for students is $35 and $50
for staff and alumni. It is a one-time fee
that allows participants to attend any class
for the entire fall.
"Anybody should be able to come and
get a good sweat, have some fun and try
to maintain a balance in life," Blanchard
said.

WHAT

Do You LIKE MOST ABOli

STARTING THE FALL SE:MESTER

"It's my last semester."
- Brian Preslopsky
senior-economics

"Meeting new people from around the
world."
- Terrie Greene
freshman-undecided

"Living on campus and being independent."
- Wendy Wright
freshman-psychology

"The teachers."
- Melinda Haynes
freshman-undecided

"It's a whole new start. Everything's
new."
_. Angela Gohl
freshman-so'Cial work
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New facilitv enhances ~mi'ssion

of eenter for Trauma Recoverv'

The rock band Live played to a
packed house at Riverpo,r tlast
Tuesday and blew me away, When
' band members took the stage ,that
night, they took it for keeps. Live
didn't play coy, or try to fool everyone in attendance into thinking it's a
great band; Live proved it. Touring in
support of their latest release, Secret
Samadhi, Tuesday was the second
stop in St. Louis for members of the
group this year. Early in March they
played at the American Theater.
They played songs off their three
CD's though most of the songs were
from Secret Samadhi. The tunes
from the hugely successful Throwing
Copper were openly accepted by the
crowd" especially the hits "Selling
the Drama"
and
"Lightning ,
Crashes." However, the tracts that
were not released, such as "Iris" and

"Waitress" were greeted just as
en,ih'usi~tically. The ' songs from the
neW album were played hard and
furiously, except the slower "Ghost."
With "Operation Spirit," the place
erupted, especially when Edward
Kowalczyk wanted everyone do to
"rock-n-roll's favorite pastime" and
sing along with him.
At the end of the set, the place
went crazy, vowing not to leave until
they came back the, stage. With the
encore, Live played "Mirror Song,"
"I
Alone,"
the
wild
' ''Heropsychodreamer'' and "White
Discussion." With everything finished, the band stood there on stage
accepting all the cheers and
applause. Kowalczyk, who asked
throughout the 'performance, asked
again: '!How are you feeling? "
Perhaps the most intriguing

--------~----r--

aspect of the night was not what
songs Live would play or if band
members would be the powerful
performers they were, it was why
Patrick Dahlheimer was wearing a
full-length skirt. He even had flowers in his hair when he took the
stage. Was it a tribute to the womanled opening bands Radio Iodine and
Luscious Jackson, or was it a symbolic gesture of freedom to do what
one want's to do? I am not really
sure what the reason was, but it was
interesting to say the least.
This show proved once again
why Live is one of the top draws in
and around music today. The band
showcased its talents and its crowd
appeal. Live loves to play in front
of audience and does it awfully
well.
·Matthew Regensburger

MUSIC REVIEWS ---------~

Radio Waves:

assault. The Center is als o parti~ipat- , ,',
Becky Rickard
staff writer
ing in a national resear<.:h assessment '
The Center for Trauma study mapping the natlira.! recovery
Recovery has moved to a new of sexual assault survi vors.
location in the lower level of the
Another service performed by
Kathy J. Weinman Children's the Center for Trauma 'Recovery is
Advocacy Center and Institute for debriefings, or meetings with JIaU'
Trauma Recovery.
rna survivors that allow the incident '
The center began as a research to be discussed emotionally and facand educational facility dedicated tually while providing educ:ation
Patric~a Resick
to furthering solutions for Post about the effects of trauma on' sur- have training in the area but may not
Traumatic Stress Disorder and vivors. The center offered to con· be considered a specialist.
other symptoms of ' trauma sur- duct debriefings with employees,
"Some counselors tend to take
vivors .
children and parents involved with the patient's Ieact , avoiding the inciIn 1996, the Center for Trauma the University Child Development dent. which is exactly the wrong
Recovery began clinical services . Center at UM-SL Louis after the thing to do to get over trauma," statLike most clinics, it operates on a tragic death of teacher Christina ed Millie C. Astin, staff psychologist
sliding scale and uses up-to-date Green in the Bi-State accident on and project director for research and
counseling and therapy techniques June 12.
grants.
designed for trauma survi vors , The
"It was important for the staff
The director of the Center for
types of trauma handled by the members to realize their own feel· ' Trauma Recovery, Patricia A.
center are sexual assault, intimate ings so that the children could get in Resick., has developed a type of
partner violence, accidents, disas- touch with their feelings ," Lynn treatment for PTSD, named
ters, robberies and physical Navin, director of the University Cognitive Processing Therapy, that
assault. Other types of. trauma Child Development Center, sa'i~.
is often used to treat trauma surinclude violence based on sexual
"You don 't want to cry in front of vivors with an astounding 85% sucorientation or race and survi ving ' the children without an explana- cess rate.
the homicide or suicide of a loved tion," she added.
The Center ' offers education and
one ,
The difference between the ' training ' programs in Cognitive
The Center for Trauma Recovery Center for Trauma Recovery and the Process Therapy and traumatization
is involved with on-going research. stereotypical counselor is th ~t all of management. Mini conferences and
One program offers free recovery the staff are trauma spei::i alists free lectures are also available
sessions for victims of sexual whereas the average counselor may throughout the year.

Local band one of 'most exciting' groups
Radio Iodine
Tiny Warnings
I am proud to say that St. Louis
has one the most exciting and growing music scenes in the country, I
am also ecstatic to say that Radio
Iodine is one of those St. Louis
bands that is getting big. With its
new Universal records release, Tiny
Warnings, the group has exploded
onto the modem rock scene.
In the ringing chorus of the first

track, "Go Ahead," you receive an
immediate senSe of intensity about
the album , The song urges: "I'd like
to , snap your head off your shoulders! pinch your brain till it smol·
ders/ etch my pain deep into your

- - - - - - - - - - - MUSIC REVIEWS - - - - - - - ' - - - - -

skin."
Track after track, the songs seem
to get better, and I find myself
cranking the volume up another
notch. From radio hits such as
''Things I Do," "Never Meant To" and

Don't think that this disc only bas
Former Nirvana drummer' Dave
one
big song. Not close by a long
Grohl is ' going to ccime ' up with
"Everlong" and "New Way,
shot.
next. The man has gone from being
known as Kurt Cobain's f1u!,ky to Home" are two other, hard, rocking,
leader of one of the biggest rock great songs spun by Mr, Grahl. "My
Most sophomore albums are bands in America. Not bad for a Poor Brain" and "Enough Space"
weak and disappointing, the Foo guy that just wants to play good are two others that spin killer takc::s
Fighters second release is one of ,music.
, ,to go with wild great music.
the best to come out in a long time.
If this disc was jewelry, it would
On the second track, he follows
The opening track "Doll" is a ' up with the up-beat, jumpy be the crown jewels. Check it out
sbort, creepy, lullaby from the "Monkey Wrench". If this song and for a wild blast of musical excitedark-s.ide . It starts the disc perfect- it's hook doesn ' t stick in your mind 'ment.
ly. You never know what new take then nothing can.
-Ken Dunkifl

Foo Fighters
the Colour and the
Shape
(Capitol)

"Human Nature," as well as other sizzling music explosions like "Manic
Girl" and '1 Am," this compact disc is
loaded with canciones buenos.
-Travis Regensburger

~anted:Advertising Di[ector~~~~~
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. for The Current
Qualifications: must be enrolled student, have
, at least 25' hour~ of weekday availability, excellent verbal s'k ills', be highly organized and have
.some computer literacy.
Pay: excellent
We will train you but some familiarity with
or experience ,in sales is preferred.
.,Apply in perso~ with ,a resume at
...
~. The Current
'
,7940 f\jatural Bridge :Road
. Ask for Doug
,
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Job Search?
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write
7940 Natural Bridge
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Career Days
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516-6811
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current@jln)(.um.sl.edu
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Career.Services
"

308 Woods Hall

516-5111
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HUdson savs iloodllVe after 20 vearswilh UniversiIV ·
-" ]00 transfer forces ·coach to leave program he founded and built
by K,," Dwlkin
staIIWrlte(

i

- Being such a part of the program's history
made it even tougher for the UM-St. Louis graduate to leave.
"I've been here longer than ev~rybody if you
include my time as a player," Hudson said. "It
makes it more d\fficult to stomach."
As a player, he was just as good, He was captaiil on the National Championship 1974 men's
soccer team.
"I had always wanted to take a team back to
. the nationals to bring back that recognition to
UM-St. Louis," Hudson said: "I was hoping that
this would be the year." It is hard to tell what this
team might accomplish if Hudson could stay. His
. former assistant Beth Goetz is a very Kenny-like
'c~ac~ . .She will have the tough task of filling
'Hudson;s huge shoes, but she maintains that she
isn ;,t going to try.

1

'.

I

_

•
~

When his job at ATCOM was transferred to
Huntsville, Ala., Kenny Hudson werit with it,
leaving behind 20 years of c~hing at llM-St.
. Louis.
, Hudson, head coach of the women's soccer
team for f7 years, resigned in late July.
I
Despite his wanting to stay, he couldn't-flnC! a
job that would even pay his bills. He had l~ve.
"It was tough," he said. "I always lI'lought I
\Vould le~ve on my terms."
It will be tough on the team also.Hudson' was
Riverwometl ' soccer, He created the program in
1980 as a dub sPort In 1981, it became a varsity
sport Sucass came early for the program. After
~veral years, the team was within a goal of.going
'. to the national finals.

to

"I can't be Kenny; no one can," Goetz said.
"He had to leave, and there is very little we can
do about that. He is still a part of this team
though, and I want to perform up to his expectations,"
Hudson's expectations of Goetz were so high
that most of his resignation letter is a recommendation of her.
.
"I have al\ the confidence in the world in
Beth," he , said. "And it's not like she doesn't
know the team; she was around all of last season."
The Riverwomen have will no doubt remain
fond of their former coach. Twelve of the team 's
thirteen players were either recruited by Hudson
or coached by him.
"There is a spot in my heart for this team ,"
Hudson said, "They are a great bunch of girls."

Ken Dunkinmie Current

Kenny Hudson, right, with Jenni Burton, left, and Cathy
Guinner after a game last year. tfudson, who helped start
the women's soccer program, resigned from his position as
head coach last month.

t.

Now soccerplavers ·niav heighten
.

-

. 1.

by Ken Dunkin

~

.

Riverwomen's
chances lor successthisvear..'
,

Recruits will 'take pressure off'returning, more experienced players
by Ken Dwlldn
stall writer ~

. "Hopefully we 'will

With the addition of several
have a wide range
new .scorers, the Riverwomen
of scorers. The newsoccer team is hoping (or a
balanced attack when the seacomers will definitesop starts.
ly take the pressure
With several new players in
off of US." .
the forward position, the team
has changed.
Six new players have
-Beth Ernst
helped to change the offense
soccer player
on the team.
"I think this team has a new
look with all the new players,"
said Beth Goetz, interim head
She should see a lot of playing
coach. "There are a lot more
play-makers. Plus the scoring time.
"She has such a tremendous
responsibility
should
be '
work rate," Goetz said. "She
spread more evenly around the
works. so hard that she makes
field. Before, it .was on the
the 9ther ' players ,""ork even
shoulders of a few people."
harder because ·.t hey have to .
. The load fell on goal scorThey. have to . play harder to
ers Beth Ernst and Carrie
keep, l,Ip with her....
Marino last season.
The team has also .experiBothteturn as two definite
goal-scorers
for
the mC!lted with plaYers to play
Riverwomen. Ernst scored ' 20
beside .Marino at forward . The
.
goals last season.
Marino had 17. Both were leading .candidate appears to
All-Region selection'S last sea- be Jenny Terbrock.
.
, "She seems to find that litson.
"Without a doubt' any ball tle gap to get the ball
that goes though our midfield through," Goetz ' said. '''Julie
goes through Beth," Goetz Reiter will play up front also.
said. "She distributes the ball By sharing the responsibility
so well. We can't do without up front, they will help ease
her. She is in the right position the load on everybody."
The newcomers could help
all the time."
Though she 'did lead the Marino the most of all. •
team in every offensive cate- . "They will help her by eas.gory, Ernst is happy that the ..ing the load," Goetz said. "She
won't have to create miracles
new .players are ready to _play.
"Hopefully we will have a all the time .."
wide range of scorers,:' Ernst
As wit~ an situations, it
said . i'The newcomers will will take time for these playdefinitely take the pressure off
ers to gel into the. program.
of us."
But, Goetz saId that these
One', key to helping' change players have st~pped up and
the Riverwomen has. been are ready now. ,
transfer Diane Pullman,
"A-.lot of times, it takes a
She
attended '
UM- few games to. fif in, but these
Columbia last season before players are ready now," Goetz
transferring to UM-St. Louis. said.

Setters

Fresh stan maymean bigwins
for vollevball teamthis vear
by Dave Kinworthy

Ashley CookfThe Current

Samantha Grashoff blocks a shot during Riverwomen soccer practice Thursday afternoon.

Mike Kissel
special to The Current
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special to The Current
AB the women's volleyball team
enters the season, its youth will deter·
mine a major part of this year's outcome.
With only 12 years of combined
college playing experience, coach
Denise Silvester has her concerns
while she remains optimistic about the
year,
'We will make young team mi stakes with that much youth on the
floor. We will suffer some growing

pains , but once' conference time
comes, we will surprise a lot of people
on how competitive we will be," she
said.
The team features a starting lineup
of underclassmen . Sophomores Anne
McCord, Nicole Wall and Susan
Claggett will start at outside hitter
while freshmen Michelle Hochstatter
and Susan Kleinschnitz will start at
middle hitter. The setter position is
uncertain due to the knee and quad
see Wins, page 8

Tennis teambegins recruitment process

This Week In Sports
L
I

going to start on the outside for the
Riverwomen. She . played in 56
games last season, averaging barely
over a kill per game. She should
improve with a year under her belt.
Susan Claggett-An impressive
player in her freshman season, she
will start at the outside hitter position, She played in a team hi'gh 92
games last season and recorded a
team high 311 kills.
Kim Abramczyk-A player who
brings depth to the program, she
played last season at Florissant
Valley Community College.
Michelle Pasieka-A freshman
that could challenge for playing
time, she was a two-year starter in
high school and an All-Area player.

Laura Gray-The only player left
from the Tournament team, Gray is
out for part of the season with knee
and quad injuries, this after finishing second in the conference with
11.4 as sists per game.
Leslie Armstrong-Armstrong
will be expected to fill the void after . Middle Hitter
Gray's injuries . She was a competent back-up last season . She played
Anne McCord-McCord is a
in 41 games last season. and had 24 ~ younger player that is attempting to
. assists. ":-he-to r also de ' ~ert JI take a leatler'Shlp role on the team.
- a hitter PQsi.tion . .....
She had plenty of playing time Il ast
Angie
McCubbi ns-A
great season and made 188 kills. She findefender that relies on her great ished highly in al\ offensive and
quickness to get her playing time, defensive categeries, and the trend
she was second on the team in digs should continue this season.
Kleinschnitz-Highly
as a freshman last season . She also
Susan
tied for second in total service aces. regarded out of high school and a
Kristen Brugnara-A good player big factor on the team, Kleinschnitz
who transferred from Southwest will playa key role this season, She
Missouri State, she played in most was a three-year starter in high
of the games last season while play- school and the pre-season pick to
start at middle hitter.
ing in a quick offense.
Michelle Hochstatter-The talles t
player
on the team at six-foot,
Outside Hitter
Hochstatterwill attempt to get playNicole Wall-After a year of ing time in a crowded field in the
watching and learning, Wall is middle.

.

Contact the
Athletic
OllpartmBiit fot
Information
aboUt these and
other events.

staff writer
With only one player returning
from its NCAA Tournament qualifing team of two years ago, the
Riverwomen Volleyball team is ina
rebuilding mode.
But, it still has quality players
returning and coming into the program.

University of Missouri-St Louis
has lacked a women's tennis program for four seasons, but that will
change this year.
The athletic department has
made strides not only in the creation
of a women's tearn, but also in setting the way to make it a top notch
program.
The first task was to hire a coach
who had a good tennis background.
The person who met the athletic
department's expectations was Lisa
Schuito.
Scbuito is a 1987 graduate of
stU-Edwardsville, She was the
team captain during the 1986 and
1987 campaigns in which her team
was the national champion.
Schuito also has a good background in coaching. She coached
several nationally ranked junior

players throughout the Missouri
"The program needs
Vall ey Conference.
The most important part is that to get a foundation ...
she has built a good network with
We felt that our men's
local high school coaches.
tennis
program has
"Lisa is familiar with the local
junior players and the coaches made major strides in
throughout the area," said Pat
the last couple years,
Dolan, UM-St. Louis athleti c director. "So, the hope is we can bring and it should be a pritop notch high school players who ority to have gender
would be interested in scholarships equity in athletic proand earning a degree."
This is going to be a process that grams."
is not going to happenovernighl.
Lisa was hired in July, so recruiting
- Pat Dolan
has been limited for the most part to
Athletic
Director
campus.
'The program needs to get a
foundation. The girls who are play- . Riverwomen team to be highly coming now are enthusiastic and will petiti ve and a top-notch program is
help get things started," Dolan said three to fi ve years.
of this year 's squad.
see Tennis, page 8
The timetable set for the
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- -UPB and Your Monev--

T

he University Program is the highest funded student organization, allocated $80,000
for the 1997-98 fiscal year from the
Student Acitivities Budget Committee .
Under its constitution, the board is charged with
presenting "a varied series of educational, social,
cultural, recreational and entertainment programs
which attempt to meet the diverse needs and interests of the UM-St. Louis community."
. UPB sponsors two annual events, EXPO in
early September and Mirthday in late April.
In addition, the board plans various programming throughout' year. Last year's activities included but were not limited to movie nights, 8t. Louis
Symphony special ticket purchases, a pajama
party, Midnite Madness and a comedy showcase.
At capacity, the board seats 15 members, all of
whom must be active students with a minimum
grade point average of 2.00 on a 4.00 scale .
Last year, the board began paying its director
$2,000 a semester. The director is the direct overseer of all activities and programming sponsored
by the board.
Applicants should call director Sharone Hopkins
for more inforation.
.

The University Program Board:
Sharone Hopkins, director
Rod Harron, member
Barb Nelson, member
Jamilla Owens,member
Angela Hornaday, member
Keith Harris, member
Don McCarty, advisor

UPB,

Outlay

0/0 of Total

$26,497.00

.34.8

Mirthday

14,057.13

18.4

EXPO

9,707.20

12.7

Board Travel
Expenses

8,298.25

10.9

Office Supplies

5,999.46

7.9

Expense
Professional/
Consulting Fees

Advertising and
Rep'roduction

5,638 .91

7.4

Salary and Wages

2,935.88

3.9

Food/Catering

1,400.37

1.8

276.33

0.4

1,387.84

1.8

Telephone
Miscellaneous

Tot al

flict in his dual role.
"I can separate the two," he said. ''This is totally
different from ABC in that I am representing a chair
for all srudents."
Hopkins has been on the board since 1995. In
addition to being the recipient of'various awards
and honors, hecWTeotly holds a GPAof3.3 and has
srudied and traveled extensively in Africa and
Europe.

n

The major task for Schuito during the off season is to make high
school women aware that the tennis
program at UM-St. Louis is up and
running.
"We felt that our men's tennis
program has made major strides in
the last couple years, and it should
be a priority to have gender equity
in athletic programs," Dolan said.
Dolan stressed it was the

department 's goal to do what is
right for the student athletes.
"The girls can be competitive.
The athletics help the students feel
integrated and invol~ed in college
life. We just have to achieve the
task of getting eight ·to ten girls
who are competitive and want to
play for UM-St. Louis," Dolan
said.

by Jeny Weller
ence she had with her son.
staff writer
McDevitt's son was having trouble
UM-St. Louis optometry stu- at schooL
. dents, in conjunction with the Bi"We found our son needed glassState Development Agency, offered es when we brought him to the clinfree vision screenings to the public ic a couple of years ago. He was
Aug. 23.
having headaches. He couldn' t see
The screenings were held at the up dose, and his eyes were hurting
UM-St. Louis Center for Eye Care him ," McDevitt said.
and the East St. Louis Eye Center
Second year optometry students,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The Bi-StateCheryl Davidson and Jerina Dulas
Development Agency assisted by got the experience of coordinating
providing free publicity.
the program.
Students checked the patients for
"The biggest thing is the patient
visual· clarity and acuity, color interaction, learning the people
vision, eye coordination and eye skills," Dubs said.
health. People who needed followFirst year optometry student
up ex;mination s were offered a 20 Melissa Hau came all the way from
percent discount on exams, glasses, Los Angeles 10 join the UMframes and contact lenses.
St.Louis optometry program.
Both patients and students
"I graduated from UCLA, and it's
described the free screenings as a
beneficial experience.
really big. I came here because
her

there are only 44 students per class,

young daughter Megan to the free
screening as a result of the experi-

and you get to know your classmates
and the professors."

I

"

l' "

from page 7

injury of senior Laura Gray. If unable
to play, junior Leslie Armstrong wiIJ
fill the void.
Coach Silvester is satisfied with the
leadership taken by the underclassmen.
"Anne McCord is trying to be the
leader on the floor and be the team
. motivator," Silvester said. "She has
done a nice job in practice with a lot of
expectations for her to have a breakout
sophomore year."

McDevitt

brought

Don't like your
job?

'the board generated $2,146.01 of revenue through ticket sales,
booth rentals and other fees.

Wins,

from page 7

Annual clinic helpful to students and patients

~====================~~

$76,198.37*

"We have gut (0 get more board members
be;;;luse if we don·r. I can guarantee you that there
is not going to be a lot of pro&'TIUTlJ1ling," he said.
"No organization that is effeCtive can be run by one .
person
In additil1n to heaJing UPB, Hopkins is also
president of Associated Black Collegians. While he
admits that leadi ng two major campus organiza- ·
tions is "a large task," Hopkins said he sees no con-

GOI vou in mv sighl:

Terri

from page 1

Wednesdays," in which UPB sponsors music,
games and other activiti es on campus .:very
Wednesday.
"A lot of my time is going (0 be spent on trying
to get personal feedback from studenL~," Hopkins
said.
Calling the UPB's job "a collective effort,"
Hopkins also stressed the importance of recruitment and teamwork.

Tennis,

1996-97 allocation from
Student Activities Budget Committee: $75,000

2; 1997

With junior Kristen Brugnara out a
few weeks with foot surgery, sophomore Angie McCubbins and freshman
Michelle Pasieka will both see time as
defensive specialists and outside hitters.
With the team trying to equal or
better last year's mark of 22-8 and third
in the conference, this youth will playa
major factor.

Quit.
Chances are, we've got one h~re
that you'll love.
Call Bill or Doug or just calland ask fpr
a job and somebody will get you to the
right person. We promise.
The Current is a national aw~ winning
publication offering ~ud~nts a g~t ~,
place to work, learn and h~ve fun on a
campus that can be pretty cold and
uninviting sometimes.
Call 516-5174 anytime.
We're always here.
EJOIO

Make Tracks Over Winter Break !

,

l~lh.-.A~~~

"WHO CAN
AFFORD
TO GET
NICKEL
AND DIMED?
I'M OUT OF
CLEAN SOCKS:'
You need a bank
that understands
CHECKING life on a student
budget. At Commerce Bank, our
Money: 101 Student Checking is
free. No per-check charges. No fees.
No minimum balance. You can also
apply for a VISA® Check card. It
works just like a check, and it's
good everywhere VISA is accepted.
So if "free" fits into your budget,
just call 746-3746, outside St. Louis
1-800-292-1601, ext. 3746.

FREE

"FOR MY MONEY
IT'S COMMERCE"
j~~~
,!l,
Commerce B~
www.commel.cebank.com

Ski Breaks
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FOR SALE

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

)Classic Fe~der Rhodes Electric
Piano Stage model, 73 keys
Includes road case, legs, lamp and
stool. Great for beginners and pros
alike! $350.00 Call 383-5190
Before 10 p.m.

campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.ooNISA application . Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 . Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.

Rivermen Ice Hockey try outs
September 8. For more information,
call Ian at 567-3620.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
APAlMLA formatted papers, term
papers , transcriptions, resumes , letterS. Special student rates. Call
Barbara at (314) 921-5064 .

Computer Chair $5 ,00 Computer
. Cart $25.00 Panasonic 24-Pin, Dot
Matrix Printer with cable. paper &
tractor Feeder $50.00
Call 383-5190 Before 10 p.m.
For Sale- '88 Pontiac 6000, runs
great, $1,900. Call 516-5316, ask
for Tom or leave message.
1

HELP WANTED

Need a nice car for little money? !
'92 Capri Convertible, Green,
. automatic, p/w windows, cruise,
bra. Still has warranty ! Only has
58,xxx highway miles.

Help Wanted. Female Student with
disability is seeking female to assist
with personal needs on campus. Please
call Ramonda at 741-7389.

Associate News Editor: verbal; fun
and hard-working individual needed to
cover campus issues each week. Some
writing experience preferred but not
required. Send brief resume and cover
letter to Bill, 7940 Natural Bridge
Road. St. Louis, MO 63121, and apply
in person. EOE.

SERVICES
Proofreading, Editing, and Typing
for resumes, term papers or whatever your typing needs. Call Kelly
Rulo's Typing Service at 314-3374104. Will meet or beat any competitors price. Satisfaction guaranteed .

PIT servers needed Thursday Saturday 8-12 . Apply in person at
Cougers , 7312 Natural Bridge Rd . or
call 381-5425.

If you have a tattoo, I would like to
see and hear about it. Call Becky
at 516-5174.

Spring break '98 - Sell Trips, Earn
Cash & Go Free!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus
reps/group organizers. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Mexico, & Florida. Call
1-800-648-4849.

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000
Credit Cards fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any

Want extra money ???
How about your own vested
Business ???
You can start your own pan -rime
or full-time business!!!
Working as hard as you want III
Or hardly working !!!
How much you ask ??
$$$ For $60.00 $$$
To begin,
Call 314-995-9515 forinformarion .

ENVIRONMENTAL ENTREPRENEURS - Do you like to educate
and sell? Top Ranklnc. 500 company promoting health care and
environmental issues is looking for
help to expand immediately. Part
time or full time. Fax resume to
(314)"569-1560 or call 569-3570.
Business Associate: The Current
has an opening in business department for 8lhour week job. Includes
invoicing, mailing and classifieds.
$50 a week. No hard work.
Flexible hours. GREAT chance to
move into better paying job, soon.
Call 516-5174. Ask fo r Bill .

Advertising Director: The
Current is also looking for an
advertising director. Phenomenal
pay, minimum 20 hours/week.
Must have day hours available.
Some' computer and sales expo preferred. Apply in person with
resume at The Current 7940
Natural Bridge Rd. Ask for Dou g.

Dear Walter Mathua:
So you finally found a new
team, huh? Congratulations.
The new coach here sure does
miss you around the dugout.
The ninth inning is pretty tough
sometimes. Don't forget to call
now and then when you're not
too busy in the big leagues.

Cort ·Furniture Rental

Former team captain

Sells previously rented furniture from 30-70% off
retail prices. Sofa's from $99, T.V.'s $99, 5 Drawer
Ches.! $12 ~, Des! s from $169,Lamps from $19.
Hurry in for best selections!

I

Cort Furniture Rental
12409 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Mo 770-1406

The Bad News Bears

Ads in the cD;sifieds make $cen1s. Call 51 &5174

Transcontinental Adjustment Corporation
.
(TAC)
Has Immediate Openings For Accnts Receivable
Telephone Representatives
Flexible Hours
Days Evenings & Saturdays Available
Requirements - Good Communication Skills
We Provide Training Call Personnel 647-1555
EOE

II

I

III~I III 1~I
I

II
Work part-time ·for

SCllool is back in sessi.o n and it's time to get back to world
,

TGI FridaJ'S has several opportunities for students
.'
' ,'n 'ouT Downtow'n location.
.
We offer:
Flexible wor~ schedule,s
Full ()It Petrt time hoars
Both FOH and BOH posilions
Great Money
AAdF1JN~

• Earn Money
• Free health
benefits
• Flexible hours
• Make new
friends

OCWt:ltown nasi! all 0.

Baseb aii, Football, Kiel and TWA Dome events.
Apply in pers:orl any€iay 2 to A p.m~
.

TGI :F rlday's
.529 Che!s tnut Street
Do""~tow'n St. LouiS
(314} ~41-8443
It'~ always. Friday at TG I Friday's!

Ca~ JJ1·~m or a~~lr ata lo~ation nm rou!
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Accident,

NEWSWIRE

from page 1

automobile accident that authorities
are ruling a homicide.
According to police, early on the
morning of Monday, Aug_ 11,
Hywari, 22, was driving to work on
Interstate 64 through Chesterfield,
when a pickup truck pulled in front
of her and braked sharply, causing
her to swerve into opposing traffic.
Hywari was thrown from her vehicle
and killed.
The widely publicized accident,
allegedly a case of "road rage," has
provoked a firestonn of controversy
in the local media_
Authorities have charged lohn W_
Devanny, 27, the driver of the pickup, with involuntary manslaughter
and leaving the scene of an accident.
According to press reports ,

Management consultant Peter F. Drucker will
be the featured participant in "The Nonprofit
Leader of the Future; A Seminar in -Social Sector
Leadership." The teleconference; sponsored by
the Peter F. Drucker Foundation and the UM-St.
Louis Nonprofit Management & Leadership
Program, will be downlinked by satellite. The semInar will take place from 12 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Sept.
25 in the J.C. Penney Conference Center. The
cost is $59 per person with group discounts available. To register or for more information, call (800)
257-2578.

The Physical Educaiion Program will offer
exercises for adults 50 and older on campus this
fall. Classes in dance, aerobics, yoga, tai chi and
other physical activities will be available on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from Sept. 25 to Dec. 5
in the Mark Twain Ath letic & Fitness Center. Prices
vary depending on the number of courses taken.
For more information, call 516-5226.

Computers,

from page 1

resource center in the SSB lab . The
resource center will have scanning,
color printin g and computers with
projectio n screens so studenl'l can
prac tice presentations.
"We do not hav e all the ideas
yet, but the re sou rce center will be
avai lable for special large scale
projects," Stege r explained. "It
probably will also require reservations, so students will be assured of
a work station ."
The schedule c lassroom in SSB
103 went from eighteen to thirty
five computers. This is an area

"The Spelling Connection," an educational
seminar on how to teach spelling will be held Sept.
27 from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the J.C. Penney
Conference Center. The event is sponsored by the
Gateway W riting Project. The fee for attending is
$100. Lunch is included. For more information, call
516-6910.

Curator,

su=ssful."

"It's not really his fault," Brown

A Great New Place To Party
Open from 3 pm to 1:30 pm!

Happy
Hour

4!rj

where professors can bring their of the teacher 's assistants will be
students to the lab for a day when posted in the area," Steger said.
co mputers are needed for that
A new lab in SSB 452 will be
class. A projector is made available completed by mid to late
to the instructor so the class .will be September- . It will contain 35
able to· see the instructor's notes . Pentium Pro computers . The lab
When c lass is not in progress, the win be run by graduate students
ro om will be available for lab use_
who have knowledge in stati stic
There wi tl be an additional analy sis, social science and ecoteacher's assistant area located nomics. Students can go there for
directly behind the lab consultant's help with assignments when
desk_
things are unclear.
"This area will make it easy for '
"Thi s will give students access
the students to work with the assis- to perso nnel who are there speciftants from class, and the schedule icall y to help you with homework,

rather than the other labs w,h ere
the consultants are there to guide
you through computer reialed
problems," Steger explained.
The improvements made .on the
SSB lab are the culmination 0
two years of planning. The lab
will have 156 computers upon
completion, as well as wheelchair
accessible computers and a
fa celift which gives the aisles a
wider look .
The c hanges bring the num ber
of ca mpus computer labs from +
f ive to six .

from page 1

done."
Nash has managed to gain the
respect of the other nine curators,
Brown said
"He has established a wonderful
relationship with the other curators, and
they all respect him," Brown said
'T ve heard nothing but good things
about him. He has tx:lped us in the legislature. It's helpful having someone so
well respected by the curators."
However, Brown added that because
the student curator does not have a vote,
Nash had limitations and was ''mildly

The archaeological past of St. louis will be
the topic of a one-day seminar sponsored by the
Department of Anthropology and Continuing
Education & Outreach. The seminar, which runs
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Sept. 20 in the J.C.
Penney Conference Center, will include an optional afternoon field trip to the home of Gen. George
Bissell and an archaeological dig at Fort
Bellefontaine in north 81. Louis County. The seminar costs $25 per person and $40 per couple. The
field trip is an additional $1 5 per person. For more
information, call 516-6911.

authorities reported that Devanny
"I just can't conceive of something like this
said he had become angry at Hywari,
prior to the incident, when she drove happening to someone. I'm just dismayed to
slowly in front of him causing him to
think of a young life snuffed out at that a.g e."
spill coffee on himself.
Devanny was released on bond
Aug. IS. A court hearing is sched-'R ichared Resh
uled for early Seplember_
associate professor of history
Richard Resh, who taught
Hywari's senior level history class
during the winter semester of 1996, school this fall to continue her edu- killed, and it is a very, very upsetting
1
experience."
remembers her as a shy but wel1~ cation _
. Resh called Hywari an intelligen{
Resh said he didn ' t recall
adjusted student.
"She was a very diligent, hard- Hywari 's name immediately but was and ·'thorough" student with an
working student, very quiet , very stunned when he remembered it was unassuming nature.
"I just can't conceive of someconsiderate," he said.
that of a fonner student.
Hywari completed Resh' s class . ' . "When I found out about the inci- thing like this happening to someand went on to receive a history . dent, I was profoundly shocked," one," Resh said_ ''I'm just dismayed
degree from UM-St. Louis in Resh said. "It's happened once to think of a young life snuffed out at
January- She was due to return to before in my life that a student was that age."

Here's the deal:

explained "He has no vote, and without
a vote there's not a lot he can do."
UM-Kansas City chose Nash about
two years ago to represent the entire student body of the UM system.
Each campus in the system gets a
chance to select a student curator every
eight years.
. This year UM-St. Louis will
choose the student curator, who wiJI
take over the position Jan . I, 1998 .

Spend 8 hours a week at The
Current working in the busi:ness department; we pay you
50 semolians.
Not hard work. Must be literate,

Coming Next week:
Meet the students
who have announced
their candidacy and
those who migflt run for
the top student post in
the UM system.

}

punctual and se~f-motivated.
call 516-6810

$200

Power Madntostr 6500/250
32/4GB/1:zXCD/Multiple Scan lsAV
L2/Zip Drive/Ethemet/Kbd .

cashback*

Now $2.365**

I
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$

Save another

Power Madntostr 44oo/:zoo'

Daily 6]Jm to 8 ]Jm '

16/2GB/8XCD/Multiple Scan lsAV/l2
Ethemet/Kbd

Now $1,792"* _

IISIATE

"2 for you" Drink Sale
Mondays & Wednesdays 8-10 pm
(Premium & Super Drinks Excluded)

an Apple Power Macintosh or PowerBook.
';~'~~~jp1:a~f~iVi:!i(to; g~tting the computer that lets you do more than

.

.

yollean· save big time. For a limited time, students are

eligible 'for sPecial cash rebates.
*This Is a Umlted time rebate coupon offer. See your Apple campus

Located at 7312 Natural
B ·r id g-e
(At, Flori sso.nt)
( 3 1 4)' 3 81 -542 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .

reseUer today for complete details.

UM·ST. Louis Computer Store
Located just across from the BookStore, in The University Center
Open Monday through Thursday from 9:00am until 6:00pm
. Friday from 9:00am until 3:00pm
Telephone: 516-6054· Fax: 516-6158
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